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It is shown that for an arbitrary subdivisionof an antiferromagnetic spin-I lattice into two subsystems every singlet state can
be expressed as a linear combination of single pair states (SPS). These SPS states are products of singlet states for a pair of
representatives ofeither subsystem.
I. Introduction spinons, which play a role in his model for high-Ta
superconductivity [61.
Recently Oguchi and Kitatani [1] posed the ques-
tion of the completeness of the singlet pair states 2. Completeness of the set of single pair states
(SPS) in relation with the construction ofthe ground
state of an antiferromagnetic (AF) Heisenberg sys- The (over)completeness of the set of SPS for pairs
tern (S= ~). This question is particularly interesting of spins of different subsystems is a property inde-
for the relevance of the so-called resonating-valence- pendent of the choice of the subdivision of the spin
bond (RVB) approximation of the ground state, in system into these two subsystems with an equal
which approximation the ground state is represented number of spins, as follows from the proof given in
by a linear combination of SPS with proper phases. this section. Then the most natural way of making
Anderson [2] originally introduced the method for this subdivision is into two sublattices, at least in the
the frustrated triangular lattice and Oguchi, Nishi- case of nonfrustrated systems, like the Heisenberg
mon and Taguchi [3] used it for actual calculation systems for the linear chain, the square and the cubic
of the ground-state energy of this system. Iske and lattice. The well-known Hamiltonian for these sys-
tems has the form:Caspers [4] also applied it to nonfrustrated lattices
and laid stress on the relation with the phenomenon H=J ~ S1 •S~(J> 0) . (1)
of symmetry breaking. Liang, Doucot and Anderson
[5] clearly demonstrated that the introduction of It is a sum of terms corresponding with neighbour
single pairs for nonneighbours is relevant for this pairs, the members of which pertain to the two sub-
symmetry breaking. lattices. The Heisenberg systems defined by this
The aim of this paper is to give a simple proof of Hamiltonian (1) are examples of systems for which
the (over)completeness of the set of SPS, with the the following theorem holds:
further restriction that every singlet pair in an SPS
is a combination oftwo spins of different sublattices. Theorem: For a system of 2N spins ~ subdivided
In the next section this proof will be given and in the into 2 subsystems ofN spins an arbitrary singlet state
final part of this paper a distinction will be made be- > may be written as a linear combination of prod-
tween bound and unbound pairs, which may be rel- ucts of singlet states for pairs of the form:
evant for the analysis of the properties ofAnderson’s I l,j1>~2,j2>13,js >... IN,jN> . (2)
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The indices 1, 2, ... , N refer to the spins of one sub- alized for the set I’, so it cannot give a contribution
system, say I, in a given order, whereas 11, I~,j3, ..., to the sum in (4). Then it follows immediately that
IN indicate a permutation of the spins of the other I > may be written as
subsystem II. The symbols n, j,~>denote a singlet I >=~cjl,j)II’,II3> . (6)
state for the pair (n, j,,). There exist .M of these sin-
gle states (2) for the total system.
In the definition of the singlet pairs in (2) we in- In this expression the right member is a sum of
troduce a definite phase convention given by products ofsinglet states, the first correspondingwith
the pair (1, 1)~the second with the complementary
sets in I and II respectively. Now the argument lead-
I i1 ~ > =~( I +, —> — I —, + > ~ (3) ing to (6) may be repeated till finally a linear corn-
The first entry in the brackets in both members al- bination of expressions of the form (2) is reached
and the statement of the theorem is proved.ways refers to a spin of subsystem I, the second to
The two. subsystems I, II may be chosen to cor-
one of subsystem II. The symbols + and — denote
eigenstates of the z-components of both spins with respond to the sublattices of a nonfrustrated anti-
eigenvalues ±~. ferromagnetic lattice, but for the argument leading
to the statement of the theorem this is in no wayrel-
Proof The arbitrary singlet state I > may always evant. It may help, however, to give the reader in-
be developed in a series of the following form: sight in the physical relevance of this theorem for the
properties ofantiferromagnetic systems described by
I >= ~ bsM~IS,M;fl>IJI~P~(S,—M;ö). (4) the Hamiltonian (1).
SMfiJ
Some remarks are in order as to the number of sin-
The numerical 1 indicates the first spin of the set I glet states of the type (2). It is easily demonstrated
and I’ denotes the complement of 1 in this set. The that this number equals Ni, representing the number
total spin S of both sets (1, II) and I’ are coupled to of permutations of the spins of one subsystem. The
total spin zero. The spin S may havethe values 0, 1, total number of SPS, without the restriction that in
2, ... (N— 1)/2 for odd N, and ~, ~, ... , (N—i )/2 every pair there is a representative of two given sub-
for even N. The second quantum number M or — M systems, equals
corresponds with the z-component of the total spin
of the two sets and the symbols fi, ö denote addi- D2N = (2N)! (7)
M2Ntional quantum numbers. It is implied that the reader
is acquainted with the general theory of angular mo- according Oguchi and Kitatani [1] for a lattice of a
mentum in quantum mechanics (cf. ref. [7]), in total number of spins 2 N. The total number of un-
particular with the addition of two momenta. early independent singlets, however, may be found
In the state IS, M; /~>~ one may distinguish 2 by, taking the difference of the number of indepen-
parts: dent states with M0 = 0 and M0= 1 and this number
equals
IS,A4;fl>111= S,Pi4;fl>ii1.1 + IS,}kt;fl>111.o , (5)
(2N)! (2N)! (2N)!
in which the second part is a linear combination of DO2N = (N)!(N)! — (N—1)!(N+l)! =terms that are antisymmetric in at least one pair (1, (8)
1), 1 denoting a spin of set II. The first part is com-
pletely symmetric in all pairs (1, j). The symbol M0 represents the z-component of the
A crucial step in the argument is that this first part total spin.
is identical to zero, because full symmetry in all pairs The (over) complete set we consider in this paper
(1, j) implies full symmetry in all pairs (1, 1’) and has a number of elements between (7) and (8), as
consequently in the whole set (1, II). This leads to follows from a little algebra:
the conclusion that S should have the value (N+ Do,2N~M~D2N. (9)
1) /2 but this value of the total spin cannot be re-
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In table 1 we give values of these three numbers for elimination of singlets of the type (2) in the case of
small N. an overcomplete set can always be realized by rela-
In this paper we are only interested in the two col- tions of the type (10) for a subset of 6 spins. In the
umns of table I corresponding with DO2N and Ni.. next section we pay attention to the physical mean-
First we try to understandthe difference between the ingofthe SPSofthe type (2) in relation withantiferro-
two entries for N= 3. In this case we have two groups magnetic ordering in a Heisenberg system. A dis-
of 3 spins, which may be indicated by 1(1, 2, 3) and tinction will be made between bound and (asymp-
11(4, 5, 6). totically) free singlet pairs.
The symbols I and II again refer to 2 subgroups
(sublattices) with members (1,2,3) and (4,5,6).
One may think of 6 spins on a ring in the order 1, 3. Bound and unbound singlet pairs. Spinons
4, 2, 5, 3, 6, with neighbour pair interactions be-
tween spins ofdifferent groups. The coupling for each Before discussing in detail the existence of bound
neighbour pair is of the type (1 ). The 6 singlet states
and unbound pairs within the RVB schemewe want
of the columnNi are represented by (2) withN= 3
and (.1~,1~,13) being one of the permutations: to visualize the idea of RVB a bit more. This will be
done with the help of fig. 1 in which a picture of a
(4, 5, 6), (4,6, 5), (5,4,6) , special “switchboard” is drawn, which graphically
represents one single SPS.
(5, 6, 4), (6, 4, 5), (6, 5, 4) The two sublattices are respectively represented
Simple algebra leads to the following relation be- by a circle (I) and by a blackdot (II). Connections
tween the 6 singlets: can be made between points of I and II by a “cable”
i.e. a vector, indicated by an arrow. The vectors have
11,4>12,5>13,6> — 11,4>12,6>13,5> an energy, because they represent a singlet pair, e.g.
— 11,5>12,4>13,6> + 11,5>12,6>13,4> thepair (i1,j1),whichinthisexampleisaneighbour
pair in a two-spin state. According to the Hamilto-
+Il,6>12,4>13,5>11,6>12,5>13,4>0, nian (1) suchapairhasanenergy —~ J.
(10) For all singlet pairs with a larger distance the en-
ergy is 0, so there is a tendency for the members of
from which it follows that there cannot exist more
a pair to occupyneighbouring sites, at least in a state
than 5 independent singlet states, which is con- of low energy for the total spin system. These spin
firmed by the value ofDO,2N for this case. For the sys- pairs, however, are “resonating”, i.e. the stationary
tern of 8 spins with two subgroups of 4 spins there states of (1), are linear combinations of states of the
exist 24 singlets of the type (2). For each subset of type (2). The Hamiltonian induces transitions be-
6 spins, with an equal number of spins of either sub- tween these states according tospecial selection rules,
lattice a relation of the type (10) holds, which re- which maybe illustrated by fig. 2. The transition pic-
lations together result in a number of 14 indepen- tured in this figure is induced by the coupling be-
dent singlets. We have the strong conviction that the
Table 1
• o—• 0 -~•Number ofsinglet states of a systemof 2N spins. 3 13
o—~• i
N D0~ N! D2N _~,~_)p•J2 14!
-~,• •0 •I 0 • 0 •
2 2 2 31 1 1 1 ‘2 h,11~,/ 140 •4—O •
3 5 6 15
4 14 24 105 • 0 • 0
5 42 120 945 I I
6 132 720 10395
Fig. 1. Graphical representation of one single SPS.
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ductivity. We expect that the spinons represent a
nonvanishing energy, a property already discussed
12 11 ‘z i~ for the square lattice by Kivelson, Rokhsar and
Sethna [81. Maybe our picture may eliminate theFig. 2. Transition between 2 SPS configurations.
existing controversy with regard to this finite energy
tweentheneighbours (i1,j2) (orbythepair (i2j1)) (cf. ref. [6]).In nonstationary states one may expect that two
corresponding with the term JS1,~Sj. (or JS,2~S,,).
The above statements about the (secular) energy spinon wave packets may annihilate one another un-
der the creation of ordinary spin waves.
and the transitions between SPS are formally ex- A remark is in order as to the creation of spinons
pressed by the formulae: in the Anderson model of superconductivity. In es-
H,111 Ii~,ii >1 i2,12> = — ~Ji i1 ,1~>Ij2,j2> , sence this is a Hubbard model with an asymptoti-
cally large positive interaction between the fermions
H1~,I ‘i ~Ii >I i2~12> [9}. For near half filling of the lattice the holes in
= + ~J( Ii~~ >1 i2,i2 > —21i1,i2> Ii2,j1 >) . (11) this system act as the charge carriers. For holes at a
fixed positions in the lattice the fermion gas (elec-
These two formulae enable us, in principle, to solve trons) behaves like an ideal Heisenberg antiferro-
the secular problem for the complete set of singlet magnet, in which excitations of the types discussed
states of Heisenberg systems. All these singlet states above may occur. The motion of holes, however, is
are linear combinations of those depicted in fig. 1, coupled with the creation of spinons, which are ex-
with the proviso that not all states are linearly pected to play a crucial role in the superconducting
independent, properties the model claims to describe. The rele-
In the ground state we expect that SPS with pairs vance ofthe underlying paper may be found inbetter
on relatively short distances are predominant. This understanding of the concept of spinon.
was recently confirmed by the paper of Liang et al.
[5] already cited, in which it was also demonstrated
that for large but finite spin systems the contribution Acknowledgement
of non-neighbour pairs is essential for the existence
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